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ABSTRACT 

  

In current day’s data mining has become one of the fascinating domains in which each 

and every organization use this in some or some other way to process their raw data. It is also 

described as the computational process of discovering patterns in large data involving methods at 

the intersection of artificial intelligence , ML approach,   statistics ,   and   database systems. As 

the main goal of mining is to extract the valuable information from large data sets, it should also 

concentrate on the privacy attributes that are related to sensitive data extraction. Along with the 

privacy of the data to be extracted, there is also a new concept that should be examined carefully 

in the current mining algorithms, that is discrimination technique especially considered for legal 

aspects of sensitive data. Data discrimination is the process of  producing a set of rules also 

called as discriminant rules  ,which is mainly used for comparing the common features that are 

available between  two classes referred to as the target class and the contrasting class. If one use 

the data discrimination technique for comparing the features of the sensitive data, he can get an 

comparative results from a set of rules that was initially assumed for this comparison. Normally 

in the current days most of the people don’t like to be  discriminated with others due to various 

reasons like religin,age,gender ,nationality and a lot more attributes, especially when those 

attributes are used for making decisions about them like giving them a job, loan, insurance, etc. 

So the discovery of such potential biases and try to eliminate them from the training data without 

disturbing their decision-making utility is therefore highly desirable. In order to achieve this we 

have designed an antidiscrimination technique which includes the discrimination discovery and 

the prevention of those sensitive attributes have been introduced in data mining. Normally the 

discrimination process can be either direct or indirect way, if we go in detail the direct 

discrimination process takes place when decisions are made based on sensitive attributes like 

gender, caste, nationality and so on. Indirect discrimination process takes place when decisions 

are made based on non-sensitive attributes which are strongly correlated with biased sensitive 

ones.In this thesis, we mainly concentrated on discrimination prevention in data mining and 

proposed a  novel techniques applicable for  either direct or indirect discrimination prevention 

individually or both at the same time. In this thesis we mainly concentrated and analyzed how to 

clean training data sets and the outsourced data sets in such a way that all the direct and/or 

indirect discriminatory decision rules are obviously converted into legitimate classification rules. 

After a deep and thorough analysis on our proposed model, our experimental results clearly 

demonstrate that the proposed techniques are effective at removing direct and/or indirect 

discrimination biases in the original data set while preserving data quality. 

 

Key Words:  Data Mining, Discriminant Rules, Sensitive Attributes, Antidiscrimination, 

Contrasting Class. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

  Data mining is the process of extracting useful or structured information from a raw or 

un-structured data. Generally this is used mainly in performing operations like insurance sector, 

bank and retail sector, hospital for identifying diseases, shopping malls to calculate the priority 

of items that were sold. Data mining is the evaluation connected with info regarding interactions 

who have not necessarily previously recently been found. One example is, the actual gross sales 

documents for the distinct model of tennis racket may possibly, in case adequately reviewed as 

well as linked to different industry info, show the temporary. It is very challenging to 

comprehend or perhaps further evaluation of that massive data bank. On that basis the very idea 

of recurrent style mining is usually released. Pattern: the style is usually a collection of products, 

subsequences or perhaps substructures, what we are trying to find [1], [2], [3]. Natural meats get 

a large number of styles in our data bank. Between the many styles we are meant to discover the 

many recurrent styles. The best way to quarry recurrent styles: the style that develops generally 

in a dataset is really a recurrent style; we've many algorithms to query recurrent styles just like 

apriori criteria, FP- increase criteria. 

 

 
 

Figure. 1. Represents the basic architecture of a Data Mining as a core method in the 

process of Knowledge Discovery 

 

From the figure 1, we can clearly find out that mining is a small part or one core step in 

the process of knowledge discovery.Initailly the data set will be pre-processed and cleaned in 

order to reduce the redundant items or ir-relevant items that are available in the data sets, once 

the data set is cleaned and pre-processed then we can able to send for the next process like 

classification and in turn for clustering and rule mining by using various data mining algorithms. 

One among the several algorithms in classification is Fp-miner [4],[5] where this is used for 

clustering the frequent item sets from a set of distinct elements 

 

Data mining processes have required an integration of techniques from multiple 

disciplines such as statistics, machine learning, database technology, pattern recognition, neural 

networks, information retrieval and spatial data analysis. The process of data mining involves a 
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keen observation with a set of algorithms to accomplish different tasks. All these algorithms 

attempt to fit a model to the given data set. All the data mining algorithms are mainly used to 

examine the input data and then determine a model that is very closest to the characteristics of 

the data being examined. 

 

Generally the data mining algorithms can be classified into different ways based on the 

following three things like: 

  

1. Model Based: The purpose of the algorithm is to fit a model to the required data. 

 

2. Preference Based: This is based on the preferences or criteria that are being used. 

 

3. Search Based: In this method, we mainly find out the search techniques that are being 

used. 

 

DATA MINING MODELS 
 

The Data Mining models are classified into two types and each and every type has its 

individual methods that come under mining. Now let us look about that in detail as follows: 

 

The main models of data mining are as follows: 

 

1. Predictive Model 

2. Descriptive Model 

1. Predictive Model 

 

This model mainly designed in order to make a prediction about the values of the data 

using known results found from different data. Predictive data modeling may be made based on 

the use of historical data. It includes Classification, Regression, Time Series Analysis and 

Prediction [7],[8],[6]. 

 

2. Descriptive Model 

 

This model mainly identifies patterns or relationships in data. Unlike the Predictive 

model a descriptive model [9] serves a way to explore the properties of data examined, not to 

predict new properties. It includes Clustering, Summarization, Association Rules and sequence 

discovery. 
 

From the figure 2, we can clearly get an idea that after a deep analysis the data mining 

models are classified into two types like prediction based and description based. In prediction 

based classification method comes with various algorithms that are used for classification of 

data, which was clearly shown in above figure. Now the other side of analysis, we have 

description model, where this model has two subparts like association rule mining and clustering 

as main methods. 
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Figure. 2. Represents the architecture flow of Data Mining Models 

 

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

 

In this section we mainly discuss about the background work that was carried out in 

finding the work that is related to finding the effectiveness of removing the direct or indirect 

discrimination biases in the original data set while preserving the data quality. In this section we 

also discuss about the basic data mining tasks that was carried out in our proposed thesis for 

finding the required results. Now let us discuss about this in detail: 

 

MAIN   MOTIVATION  

 

The main motivation for choosing this proposed paper is Data Discrimination, where this 

is defined as the process of unfairly treating people on the basis of their belonging to a specific 

group, namely race, religion, nationality and a lot more. This is mainly involved in the process of 

denying opportunities to a set of members of one group that are available to other group of 

people. In clear if we take an example of allocating seats or any jobs or colleges, the maximum 

privileges are given to the scheduled caste or below poverty line candidates than compared with 

the open category candidates. If a person who get very less rank belongs to a open category in 

that sensitive field like caste, he may not get the good college or best job as how he wish for that 

rank, this is because of the preferences that was given for the below poverty line candidate or 

Schedule reservation candidate who have good privileges. Here in this proposed thesis we have 

designed some of the antidiscrimination rules that were used in the current thesis , which is 

mainly  designed to prevent discrimination on the basis of a set of attributes (e.g., race, religion, 

gender, nationality, disability and marital status) in various settings (e.g. credit and insurance, 

employment and training, access to public services, etc.). For example, the European Union 
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implements the principle of equal treatment between men and women in the access to and supply 

of goods and services in matters of employment and occupation in. 

 Classification rules are those rules which are designed from the type of application what 

we use. They may differ from one another based on their type of functionality between one 

another, now if we take an example of  loan granting system, the rules will be based on their loan 

granting privileges .If the training data are inherently biased for or against a particular 

community (e.g., foreigners), the learned model may show a discriminatory prejudiced behavior. 

In other words, the system may infer that just being foreign is a legitimate reason for loan denial. 

Discovering such potential biases and eliminating them from the training data without harming 

their decision making utility is therefore highly desirable. One must prevent data mining from 

becoming itself a source of discrimination, due to data mining tasks generating discriminatory 

models from biased data sets as part of the automated decision making. In it is demonstrated that 

data mining can be both a source of discrimination and a means for discovering discrimination. 

 

HOW DOES CLASSIFICATION OR DISCRIMINATION WORKS  
 

In this section we mainly discuss about how the classification or data discrimination 

works by taking a set of rules on the input sensitive data set. Now let us look about this in detail 

by taking one small example: 

 

For example, we can build a classification model to categorize bank loan applications as 

either safe to grant or it’s risky to grant for a customer, or a prediction model defined to predict 

the expenditures in dollars of potential customers on computer equipment given their income 

and occupation. 

Now we go directly into the example, first we can learn what is meant by classification and 

classification rules along with prediction technique. 

 

The following are the examples of cases which come under the classification technique: 

A. Initially the first classification case comes with a bank loan officer who tries to analyze 

the data in order to know which customer (I.e. loan applicant) is risky or which are safe. 

B. In the next case a marketing manager at a company always needs to analyze a customer 

with a given profile, who will buy a new computer. 

In both the above two different cases of a company, a model or classifier is constructed 

to predict the categorical labels. These labels are risky or safe for loan application data and yes 

or no for marketing data. 

Now  we  can  find  out  what  are  the  cases  that  comes  under  prediction  and  we  can  look  at  the 

below  two  cases  which  comes  under  prediction in detail as  follows: 

 

Here the marketing manager needs to predict how much a given customer will spend 

during a sale at his company. At this point of view we need to predict a numerical value as the 

prediction value that he can spend. In this case, we try to construct a predicator or a model to 
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record the continuous values function or ordered value of that prediction.With the help of the 

bank loan application that we have discussed above, let us understand the working of 

classification.  

The Data Classification or Data Discrimination Process includes two stages − 

1. First Stage : Building the Classifier or Model 

2. Second Stage : Using Classifier for Classification 

Now let us look about these two stages in detail with an example and below represented 

diagram: 

 

 
Figure. 3. Represents the Design of a Classification Algorithm over a Training Data  

BUILDING THE CLASSIFIER (OR) MODEL 

 

This step is treated as the learning step or the learning phase. In this step the 

classification algorithms build the classifier. The classifier is built from the training set made up 

of database tuples and their associated class labels.Here each and every tuple has its own 

training set, which is referred to as a category or class. Now the tuples which are associated to 

each class labels are also referred to be as sample, object or data points and so on. 

From the above figure 3, we can clearly find out the training data which contains some 

records of a customer with all his basic details and sensitive attributes. Now if we apply the 

classification or discrimination algorithm to find out the loan_decision.We must able to specify 

the discrimation rules or classification rules on the sensitive attributes to get the resultant 

loan_decision status. For this we have taken some of the classification rules with sensitive 

attributes based on age and income combine to decide the loan_decision status of that 

approached customer for loan. 

USING CLASSIFIER FOR CLASSIFICATION OR DISCRIMINATION OF THE DATA 

In this phase, the classifier is mainly used for classification. Here the test data what we 

take is used to estimate the accuracy of each and every classification rules what we specified in 
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the above example. Once the accuracy is considered or assumed as acceptable, then we can apply 

the same rules on old data tuples as well as for the new data tuples which are added into the 

table. 
 

 
Figure. 4. Represents the Working of a Classification Rules over a Test Data  

From the above figure 4, we can clearly find out the loan_decision  status of a risky 

customer who applied for a loan with all his basic details. Here we will take all the test data, i.e.  

set of different customers who applied for a loan and then we will try to apply classification 

rules on that test data in order to get the retrieved output. Once if the tuple which matches with 

the classification rules, then it will have either status of loan_decision as either safe or risky. 

EXAMPLE TO SHOW THE SYNTAX OF DISCRIMINATION FUNCTION 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the syntax of discrimination function with a 

small example. Now let us discuss about that in detail: 

Mine comparison [as {pattern_name]} 
For { 
target_class  
} where  {target_condition }  
{ 
versus  
{ 
contrast_class_i  
} 
Where {contrast_condition_i}}   
analyze   
{ 
measure(s)  
} 

 

The above example define, a user may define as a big spenders if the customer purchase 

items that cost $100 dollars or more on an average; and a budget spenders as customers who try 

to purchase items at less than $100 dollars on an average. For this condition the discriminant 

description function can be specified as follows: 
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Mine comparison as purchaseGroups 
for bigSpenders where avg (I.price) ≥$100 
Versus  
budgetSpenders where avg (I.price) < $100 
analyze count 

From this we can able to easily discriminate the type of spenders who do shopping or 

purchase on a shopping mall. This function mainly helps to sort out the problems that occur 

during analysis of customer’s behavior. 

III. ANALYSIS OF A NOVEL DISCRIMINATION WAYS  

In this section we mainly discuss about the literature about the novel discrimination ways 

that were used in the proposed thesis.  This discrimination is mainly divided into two ways. 

          

1. Direct Discrimination 

2. Indirect Discrimination 
 

1. DIRECT DISCRIMINATION 
Direct discrimination is one of the pretty straightforward methods in many cases. It 

happens when you're dealt with unfairly on the basis of one of the grounds (compared with 

someone who doesn't have that ground) and in one of the areas covered by the Act. 

 

EXAMPLES 

 

• You are asked at a job interview whether you have children. When you tell the 

interviewer that you have four children, she makes a remark about you needing a lot of 

time off work if they're sick, and says you won't be suitable for the position. 

• You are an Aboriginal woman wanting to rent a house. When you arrive to inspect a 

house you're told it's already been taken. You arrange for a non-Aboriginal friend to 

enquire about the house. She rings, is told it's still available, looks at the house and is 

offered a lease. This is the third time you've tried to rent a house through this agency. In 

spite of the fact you have a good tenancy record, each time you phone, you're told a 

house is available, and each time you meet one of the agents, you're told it's been rented 

already. 

• You answer a job advertisement for a receptionist. You're told over the phone that 

because you're a man, you'd be wasting your time. 

• When you advise your employer that you're pregnant, you're moved to a lower-paying 

job out of the public view, because clients don't want to look at people in your condition. 

• You're not selected for a promotion at work. The supervisor says that while he thinks you 

could do the job, you'll be retiring soon, so we're looking for someone who'll be here for 

a while. 

2. INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION 

Indirect discrimination is often less obvious. Sometimes, a policy, rule or practice seems 

fair because it applies to everyone equally, but a closer look shows that some people are being 

treated unfairly. This is because some people or groups of people are unable or less able to 
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comply with the rule or are disadvantaged because of it. If this policy or practice is not 

reasonable, it may be indirect discrimination. 

 

EXAMPLES 

• An employer has a policy of not letting any staff work part-time. 

(People with children or family responsibilities could be disadvantaged.) 

• A public building, while fitted with lifts, has a set of six steps at the front entrance. Entry 

for those needing to use the lift is through the back entrance near the industrial bins. 

(Those using a wheelchair can't get into the building from the front entrance). 

• Minimum height requirements apply for jobs in a resort, for no apparent reason.  

(People from an Asian background, or women, may not be able to meet the requirement). 

• Everyone entering a sporting venue has to present a driver's license as identification, 

because it has a photo. (Some people with a disability, or young people who can't drive, 

won't be able to get in). 

• All information about workplace health and safety in a factory is printed in English. 

(Those whose first language isn't English may be at risk). 

• A requirement for a job is that all applicants have ten years’ experience in the field. 

(A young person could be well qualified but is ineligible for the job). 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIRECT AND INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION 

In equality legislation, there's an important distinction between direct and indirect 

discrimination. It's unlawful to discriminate against people who have 'protected characteristics' - 

treating someone less favorably because of certain attributes of who they are. This is known as 

direct discrimination. The protected characteristics include: age, disability, gender reassignment, 

sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or 

belief, and sex.You don’t have to have a protected characteristic to be discriminated against. If 

someone thinks you have a characteristic and treats you less favorably, that's direct 

discrimination by perception. Similarly, if you're treated less favorably because a colleague, 

associate, family member or friend has a protected characteristic that would be direct 

discrimination by association. It's also possible to be discriminated against for not holding a 

particular (or any) religion or belief. Examples of direct discrimination include dismissing 

someone because of a protected characteristic, deciding not to employ them, refusing them 

training, denying them a promotion, or giving them adverse terms and conditions all because of a 

protected characteristic. 

Indirect discrimination occurs when an organization’s practices, policies or procedures 

have the effect of disadvantaging people who share certain protected characteristics. Indirect 

discrimination may not be unlawful if an employer can show that there is an 'objective 

justification' for it. This involves demonstrating a 'proportionate means of achieving a legitimate 

aim’. The aim must be legitimate, and a real objective consideration such as the economic needs 

of running a business. But arguing that it's more expensive not to discriminate is unlikely to be 

considered a valid justification. It must be a proportionate measure too, meaning that the 

discriminatory impact should be significantly outweighed by the importance and benefits of the 

aim. There should also be no reasonable, less discriminatory alternative. There’s no objective 

justification defense for cases of direct discrimination - except on the basis of age. For example, 
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enhanced redundancy payments made to workers above a certain age may not be discriminatory 

because they reflect the extra problems older workers face when losing their jobs. 

ANTI-DISCRIMINATION  

The Anti-Discrimination legislation aims to create equality between all persons through 

the illegality of racial, sexual, and other types of discrimination. 

HOW ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAW APPLIES TO AN INDIVIDUAL 

Under federal and state laws, it is against the law for employers to discriminate 

employees and job applicants, or allow discrimination and harassment to occur with their 

organizations.In NSW, employers must not treat job applicants and employees unfairly or harass 

them because of their: 

A. Age       

B. Career’s Responsibilities 

C. Disability 

D. Homosexuality 

E. Marital Or Domestic Status 

F. Race 

G. Sex (Including Pregnancy And Breastfeeding) 

H. Transgender Status 

 

It is also against the law to treat people unfairly or harass them because of the age, 

disability, homosexuality, marital or domestic status, race, and sex or transgender status of any 

relative, friend or colleague of a job applicant or employee. Employers, managers and 

supervisors must treat all their job applicants and employees on the basis of their individual merit 

and not because of irrelevant personal characteristics. They must also do their best to make sure 

that their employees are not harassing any other job applicant or employee. In the recruitment 

process, all jobs (including traineeships and apprenticeships) must generally be open to all 

people on the basis of merit only. Once people are in a job, they should be treated only on 

merit in relation to salaries, employment packages, training, promotion and other workplace 

benefits.  Irrelevant personal characteristics such as age or pregnancy should play no part in their 

dismissal, retirement or selection for reduction. 

POTENTIALLY DISCRIMINATORY AND NONDISCRIMINATORY 

CLASSIFICATION  RULES 

Let DIs be the set of predetermined discriminatory items in DB (e.g., DIs = {Foreign 

worker = Yes; Age = <47; Personal status =Male single}). Frequent classification rules in FR fall 

into one of the following two classes: 

1. A classification rule X →C is potentially discriminatory (PD) when X = A,B with  

ADIs a nonemptydiscriminatory item set and B a nondiscriminatory item set. For example, 

{Foreign_worker = Yes, job=unemployment} →class= No. 

2. A classification rule X → C is potentially nondiscriminatory (PND) when X = D,B is a 

nondiscriminatory item set. For example, {Residence since=<2.5, job=unemployment} → class 

= No, or {duration = <38, job=unemployment} → class = No 
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DIRECT DISCRIMINATION MEASURE 
 

A well known author like Pedreschi et al. [10], [11] translated the qualitative statements in 

existing laws, regulations, and legal cases into quantitative formal counterparts over 

classification rules and they introduced a family of measures of the degree of discrimination of a 

PD rule. One of these measures is the extended lift (elift). 

Definition 1: Let CBA , be a classification rule such that  CBconf  > 0. The extended lift 

of the rule is   

 
 
 

 2
,

,
CBconf

CBAconf
CBAelift




  

 

The idea here is to evaluate the discrimination of a rule as the gain of confidence due to 

the presence of the discriminatory items (i.e., A) in the premise of the rule. Whether the rule is to 

be considered discriminatory can be assessed by thresholding elift as follows. 

 

Definition 2:  Let   α€ R be a fixed threshold1 and let A be a discriminatory item set. A PD 

classification rulec =A, B → C is α-protective w.r.t. elift if elift(c) < α. Otherwise, c is-

discriminatory. 

The purpose of direct discrimination discovery is to identify α -discriminatory rules. In fact, α -

discriminatory rules indicate biased rules that are directly inferred from discriminatory items 

(e.g., Foreign worker = Yes). We call these rules direct α -discriminatory rules. 

 

INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION MEASURE 
 

The purpose of indirect discrimination discovery is to identify redlining rules. In fact, 

redlining rules indicate biased rules that are indirectly inferred from nondiscriminatory items 

(e.g., Residence since=<2.5) because of their correlation with discriminatory ones. To determine 

the  redlining rules,  Pedreschi et al. in [12] stated the theorem below which gives a lower bound 

for  α-discrimination of PD classification rules, given information available in PND rules (  , ), 

and information available from background rules (β1, β2). They assume that background 

knowledge takes the form of classification rules relating a nondiscriminatory item set D to a 

discriminatory item set A within the context B. 

Theorem 1: Let CBDr ,: be aPND classification rule, and let  = ),:( CBDrconf   =

)( CBconf  > 0. 

Let A be a discriminatory item set, and let  1,  2 such that 

                
),:( 1 DBArconf b  ≥  1 

                
),:( 2 ABDrconf b  ≥  2 > 0. 

 Call  

                                1 /  12
2

1
)(  xxf 
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yxelb

0
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It holds that, for   ,,,0   elbif the PD classification rule CBAr ,:' is 

α-discriminatory. Based on the above theorem, the following formal definitions of redlining and 

non-redlining rules are presented: 

 

Definition 3: A PND classification rule CBDr ,: is a redlining rule if it could yield a α-

discriminatory rule CBAr ,:' in combination with currently available background knowledge 

rules of the form DBArb ,:1 and ABDrb ,:2 , where A is a discriminatory item set.  

For example, {Residence since=<2.5, job=unemployment} → class= No. 

 

Definition 4: A PND classification rule CBDr ,: is a non-redlining or legitimate rule if it 

cannot yield any α -discriminatory rule CBAr ,:' in combination with currently available 

background knowledge rules of the form DBArb ,:1 and ABDrb ,:2 , where A is a 

discriminatory item set. For example, {duration = <38, job=unemployment} → class= No. 

 

DIRECT RULE PROTECTION 
In order to convert each α-discriminatory rule into an α-protective rule, based on the 

direct discriminatory measure (i.e., Definition 2), we should enforce the following inequality for 

each α-discriminatory rule CBAr ,:' in MR, where A is a discriminatory item set: 

 

   .3' relift  

 

By using the statement of the elift Definition, Inequality (3) can be rewritten as 

 
 

 4
,:'






CBconf

CBArconf
 

 

Let us rewrite Inequality (4) in the following way: 

                       CBArconf ,:'     CBconf                              (5) 

So, it is clear that Inequality (3) can be satisfied by decreasing the confidence of the  

 -discriminatory rule CBAr ,:'
to a value less than the right-hand side of Inequality (5), 

without affecting the confidence of its base  rule CB . A possible solution for decreasing 

   
 

 6
,sup

,,sup
,:'

BAp

CBAp
CBArconf   

is to perturb the discriminatory item set from A  to A in the subset DBc of all records of 

the original data set which completely support the rule CBA  , and have minimum impact 

on other rules; doing so increases the denominator of Expression (6) while keeping the 

numerator and  CBconf    unaltered. 

 There is also another way to provide direct rule protection. Let us rewrite Inequality (4) 

in the following different way: 
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),:'(
)(

CBArconf
CBconf


                                             (7) 

 

It is clear that Inequality (3) can be satisfied by increasing the confidence of the base 

rule( CB ) of the  - discriminatory rule CBAr ,:'  to a value higher than the right-hand 

side of Inequality (7), without affecting the value of  CBArconf ,:' . A possible solution for 

increasing Expression  

 

                                      

 
 
 Bp

CBp
CBconf

sup

,sup
                                                         (8) 

 

is to perturb the class item from C to C in the subset DBc of all records of the original 

data set which completely support the rule CBA  , and have minimum impact on other 

rules; doing so increases the numerator of Expression (8) while keeping the denominator and 

 CBArconf ,:'  unaltered. 

 

Therefore, there are two methods that could be applied for direct rule protection. One 

method (Method 1) changes the discriminatory item set in some records (e.g., gender changed 

from male to female in the records with granted credits) and the other method (Method 2) 

changes the class item in some records (e.g., from grant credit to deny credit in the records with 

male gender). 

 

 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT RULE PROTECTION METHODS 

              Method 1             Method 2 

Direct Rule 

Protection 
CBACBA  ,,  CBACBA  ,,  

IndirectRule 

Protection 

CDBACDBA  ,,,,  CDBACDBA  ,,,,

 

IV. PROPOSED NOVEL DIRECT RULE PROTECTION ALGORITHMS 

 

In this section we mainly discuss about the proposed novel direct rule protection 

algorithms step by step in detail as follows: 

 

We describe in this section our algorithms based on the direct and indirect discrimination 

prevention methods proposed in Section III. There are some common assumptions common to all 

algorithms in this section. First, we assume the class attribute in the original data set DB to be 

binary (e.g., denying or granting credit). Second, we consider classification rules with negative 

decision (e.g., denying credit) to be in FR. Third, we assume the discriminatory item sets (i.e., A) 

and the non-discriminatory item sets (i.e., D) to be binary or non binary categorical. 

 

We start with direct rule protection. Algorithm 1 details Method 1 for DRP. For each 

direct  α-discriminatory rule r
1
 in MR (Step 3), after finding the subset DBc (Step 5), records in 
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DBc should be changed until the direct rule protection requirement (Step 10) is met for each 

respective rule (Steps 10-14). 

 

ALGORITHM 1. DIRECT RULE PROTECTION (METHOD 1) 

 

Among the records of DBc, one should change those with lowest impact on the other (α-

protective or non redlining) rules. Hence, for each record dbc € DBc, the number of rules whose 

premise is supported by dbc is taken as the impact of dbc (Step 7), that is impact(dbc); the 

rationale is that changing dbc impacts on the confidence of those rules. Then, the records dbc 

with minimum impact(dbc) are selected for change (Step 9), with the aim of scoring well in 

terms of the utility measures proposed in the next section. We call this procedure (Steps 6-9) 

impact minimization and we reuse it in the pseudocodes of the rest of algorithms specified in this 

paper. 

 

ALGORITHM 2. DIRECT RULE PROTECTION (METHOD 2) 
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Algorithm 2 details Method 2 for DRP. The parts of Algorithm 2 to find subset DBc and 

perform impact minimization (Step 4) are the same as in Algorithm 1.However, the 

transformation requirement that should be met for each  α-discriminatory rule in MR (Step 5) 

and the kind of data transformation are different (Steps 5-9). 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION WITH RULES AND LIST OF 

ATTRIBUTES 

 

In this section we mainly discuss about the rules and list of attributes that are used for 

implementing this current thesis. For this we are using JAVA as a programming language for 

implementing this application. We took the foreign clearance customers list as back end data 

base for the proposed application. 

 

LIST OF ATTRIBUTES THAT WAS USED IN THE PROPOSED DATASET 

 

CHECKING_STATUS 

DURATION                                                           //NON-REDLINING RULE 

 

CREDIT HISTORY 

PURPOSE 

CREDIT_AMOUNT       // (NON-SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE RELATED TO SENSITIVE) 

SAVINGS_STATUS 

EMPLOYMENT             // (NON-SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE RELATED TO SENSITIVE) 

INSTALMENT COMMITMENT 

PERSONAL_STATUS                     // (SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE) 

OTHER_PARTIES 

RESIDENCE_SINCE                       // REDLINING RULE 

PROPERTY_MAGNITUDE 

AGE                                                  // (SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE) 

OTHER_PAYMENT_PLAN 

HOUSING 

EXISTING_CREDITS 

JOB                                     // (NON-SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE RELATED TO SENSITIVE) 

NUM_DEPENDENTS 

OWN_TELEPHONE 

FOREIGN_WORKER         // (SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTE) 

CLASS                                 //CLASS ITEM 

 

SAMPLE DATA FROM THE DATA SET 
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The above data clearly represents the data which is taken as sample input for the 

proposed thesis what we designed to prove the direct and in direct discrimination methods. The 

proposed application is carried out by following rules that was used for the current paper. In the 

below section u can find the set of rules that applied on the proposed data set. 

 
S.NO                                                            RULES CONFIDENCE 

1 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=no credits and 

residence_since=<=2.5 and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

3/1=3/4 

2 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=no credits and 

residence_since=>=2.5 and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

7/1=7/8 

3 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=all paid and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

20/5=20/25 

4 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=new car and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

num_dependents=<=1.5 and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

21/5=21/26 

5 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=new car and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

num_dependents=>=1.5 and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

3/1=3/4 

6 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=used car and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=unemp and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

0 
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7 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=used car and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=unskilled 

resident and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

0 

8 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=used car and saving_status<100and other_parties=none and job=skilled and 

foreign_worker=yes =>class=bad 

 

3/1=3/4 

9 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=used car and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=high qualif 

and foreign_worker=yes 

 

3=3/3 

10 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=furniture and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

num_dependents=<=1.5 and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

26/11=26/37 

11 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=furniture and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

num_dependents=>=1.5 and foreign_worker=yes => 

 

2=2/2 

12 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=radio/tv and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=unemp and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

0 

13 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=radio/tv and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=unskilled 

resident and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

6/2=6/8 

14 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=radio/tv and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=skilled and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

14/5=14/19 

15 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=radio/tv and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and job=high qualif 

and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

4/1=4/5 

16 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=domestic appliance and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

2/1=2/3 

17 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=repairs and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and foreign_worker=yes 

=>  class=bad 

 

1=1/1 

18 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=education and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

4=4/4 

19 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=vacation and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

0 

20 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=retraining and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

1=1/1 
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21 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=business and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

2=2/2 

22 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=other and saving_status<100 and other_parties=none and foreign_worker=yes 

=>  class=bad 

 

0 

23 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=100<=x<500 and other_parties=none and own_telephone=none and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

4=4/4 

24 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=100<=x<500 and other_parties=none and own_telephone=yes and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

4/1=4/5 

25 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=500<=x<1000 and other_parties=none and foreign_worker=yes =>  

class=good 

 

3=3/3 

26 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=>=1000 and other_parties=none and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

4=4/4 

27 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=no savings and other_parties=none and other_payment_plans=bank and 

foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

3/1=3/4 

28 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=no savings and other_parties=none and other_payment_plans=none and 

job=unskilled resident and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

2=2/2 

29 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=no savings and other_parties=none and other_payment_plans=none and 

job=skilled and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

11/2=11/13 

30 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

saving_status=no savings and other_parties=none and other_payment_plans=none and 

job=high qualif and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=good 

 

2/1=2/3 

31 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=new car and other_parties=co applicant and foreign_worker=yes =>  class=bad 

 

2=2/2 

32 checking_status<0 and duration=<=38 and credit_history=existing paid and 

purpose=furniture and other_parties=co applicant and foreign_worker=yes =>  

class=good 

 

3/1=3/4 

SAMPLE USER INTERFACES WITH RESULTS 
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The above window clearly defines the six sensitive attributes like foreign_worker, Age, 

Personal Status, Job, Employment, and Credit Amount with all the data. It is defined with a class 

attributes like {good, bad}.Now if we click on next button we will get the processed results as 

follows: 

 

 The above window clearly represents the ratio of attributes with alpha protective and 

alpha discriminative rules that are calculated based on the input data set what we have taken. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper we have finally implemented unique novel direct rule protection algorithms 

for removing direct or in-direct discriminant biases in original data set while preserving data 

quality. In order to achieve this we have designed an antidiscrimination technique which includes 

the discrimination discovery and the prevention of those sensitive attributes have been 

introduced in data mining. Normally the discrimination process can be either direct or indirect 

way, if we go in detail the direct discrimination process takes place when decisions are made 

based on sensitive attributes like gender, caste, nationality and so on. Indirect discrimination 

process takes place when decisions are made based on non-sensitive attributes which are strongly 

correlated with biased sensitive ones.In this thesis, we mainly concentrated on discrimination 

prevention in data mining and proposed a  novel techniques applicable for  either direct or 

indirect discrimination prevention individually or both at the same time. In this thesis we mainly 

concentrated and analyzed how to clean training data sets and the outsourced data sets in such a 

way that all the direct and/or indirect discriminatory decision rules are obviously converted into 

legitimate classification rules. After a deep and thorough analysis on our proposed model, our 

experimental results clearly demonstrate that the proposed techniques are effective at removing 

direct and/or indirect discrimination biases in the original data set while preserving data quality. 
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